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they are also at work in South America. The usual output of the two stamps is about 10 or 12 tons per day using 20-mesh screens. They require an excessive amount of power and consume much oil which tends to leak into the mortar and interfere with amalgamation. Inside plates are often used and mercury fed into the mortar-box. These stamps are generally regarded as far inferior to gravitation stamps for treating gold ores, and their use is limited to special cases.
The Holman Steam Stamp is also well spoken of.
The Nissen Stamp.—The Nissen stamp1 (see Fig. 95),2 introduced in 1903, is a gravity stamp mill with heavy stamps, each stamp having its own cylindrical mortar-box. The latter is made of special steel with easily removable fronts to facilitate removals and repairs. Manganese steel liners, introduced into the mortar in three sections, are used to protect it from wear. Since the blow of the stamp is always given in the direction of the axis of the box, the latter is not subjected to oscillating blows which would tend to weaken the fastenings and the foundations. The mortar usually rests on concrete foundations, to which it is fastened by bolts, as in ordinary stamp mill practice.
The screen has the large area of 3| to 4 square feet, and passes half-way round the mortar, so that discharge openings on the same horizontal plane are equidistant from the die, and the pulp strikes the screen everywhere at right angles, thus facilitating discharge. A steel frame drawn up tight by two heavy gib keys fixes the screen to the mortar.
The shoes and dies are made of chrome steel and are 10 inches in diameter for the 2,000-lb. stamp. The dies have round bases fitting into recesses in the mortar-box, and are thus kept central. Evenness of wear is claimed as a special feature of the dies. The boss head is enlarged at its upper end, providing a shoulder which counteracts any upward splash of pulp between the boss and the contracted lower portion of the neck. Double-faggotted iron is used for the stems, which have a diameter of 5 inches and a length of 10 feet against a minimum length of 12 or 13 feet in the 2,000-lb. ordinary stamp. There is a greater rotation per lift to the stamp than with ordinary stamps.
Table XXI. appended gives the weights of the falling parts for one stamp. For batteries with more than one stamp the weights are in proportion. The centre of gravity of the Nissen stamp is low, partly in consequence of the great diameter of the head.
TABLE  XXI.
Weight for
Part.                                                                -2,000-11.). Stamp.
Lbs.
Stem,.......652 = 32-6 per cent.
Shoe,.......248 = 124       „
Boss head,......798 = 39-9
Head collar,......31 =   1-55     „
Tappet,.......271 = 13-55     „
Total,.....2,000    100-00     „
Weight of stamp and all accessories, .        .  19,470 For eight-stamp battery, .... '95,750
1  Nissen, J. Ckem. Met. and Mn.f/. Soc. of 8. Africa, 1911, 12, 111.
2  Schmitt, Rand Mctatturyiccd Practice, vol. ii, p. 141.

